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20
In the pages that follow, Defendant Dekraai identifies witnesses that he believes he

21
should be permitted called at the evidentiary hearings scheduled to begin on May 23, 2017,

and the reasons for their relevance. The named witnesses are not all of the witnesses who
22

defendant views as relevant to the determination of whether additional remedies/sanctions
23

24
should be imposed. Rather, the list of witnesses is largely guided by the five subject matter

areas that this Court discussed on April 21, 2017.
25

26
Overwhelmingly what is outlined in tenns of offers of proof below should contain

27
little that is new to the prosecutor, as the offers of proof are based upon prior litigation, and

28
developments analyzed in a series of motions since the emergence of the SH Log in the
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1 spring of 2016. However, in Appendix A, Defendant Dekraai analyzes for the first time

2 the special circumstances murder case, People v. Paul Smith. In his Request for Disclosure

3 and Non-Destruction Order, filed on January 18, 2017, he wrote the following:

4

5 In the near future, Defendant Dekraai will provide an in depth analysis of
the special circumstances murder case of People v , a case that the

6 defense began studying approximately nine months ago. Members of the

7
prosecution team put the jaithouse informant program into action in an
operation that violated Massiah and hid its illegality and impeachment of a

8 testifying informant in violation of Brady. As a result, the prosecution was

9
allowed to improperly introduce critical evidence and protect the credibility
of a vital witness, in obvious hopes that the defendant die in custody never

10 knowing the truth. This case offers critical insights into the long-standing

11
jaithouse infonnant program, how it operates, and the knowledge that key
OCDA and OCSD members have about that effort.

12 This motion should serve to place all of the relevant agencies on notice

13
that the defense understands entirely the informant operation that took place
and will detail what occurred. The name of the case is being redacted at this

14 time to allow the government to take whatever steps it deems necessary in
advance of a full discussion of the misconduct. An unredacted copy of this

15 brief will be provided to the Court and parties on January 20, 2017.
16 As will be ultimately detailed, this operation also has a high level of

importance to the request made in this motion, the requests for redaction
17 made by the OCSD, and the termination of the $H Log. Members of the

18 OC$D and the OCDA fully understand the significance of this case. The
lack of forthrightness about this both when it was originally litigated and in

19 the present time, is highly relevant to the determination of whether OCSD

20 motions to redact should be provided and ultimately to the defense request
for more comprehensive discovery from both the SH Log and document

21 cache.

22 This is the time for an analysis of that case, although, Defendant limits its presentation to

23 an extent based again upon the guidance of this Court regarding the issues of focus. It

24 becomes relevant at this moment because this Court identified one of the five categories for

25 inquiry as the termination of the SH Log and the reason this occurred. Of course, the SH

26 Log did not need to be terminated in 2013 to effectuate the goal of concealment. The

27 OCSD could have simply ignored Assistant District Attorney Wagner’s e-mail of January

28
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1 22, 2013 in which he put the chances at “50/50” that this Court would issue a

2 comprehensive discovery order—and continued to make entries even when the order was

3 made days later. Terminating (and renaming) the log, of course, did not absolve the

4 agency of disclosure obligations in Dekraai or in any other case in which Brady and

5 statutory discovery obligations and violations would be revealed through a study of the SH

6 Log. But even the possibility of such a discovery order was obviously a wake-up call for

7 Special Handling to just how much could be uncovered about law violations by staff over

8 the course of years and decades if any court or defendant saw just a single entry from the

9 log. The thread, they knew, could unravel quickly.

10 As will be discussed in Appendix A, perhaps the one sergeant who best understood

11 these dynamics was Sergeant Raymond Wert. Wert was one of the two sergeants who, per

12 the January 23, 2013 SH Log entry, communicated the decision to tenninate and replace

13 the log. Wert had been several years earlier the investigating officer in People v. Paul

14 Smith, though was also as a named victim in that case per an allegation that Smith had

15 solicited another to commit a felony assault upon Wert. One of the critical witnesses in the

16 case was an infoniiant located in the informant tank L-20. For the past seven years, Wert

17 and the entire prosecution team have been hiding a secret that almost certainly would have

18 prevented the informant’s critical testimony—introducing has purported admission to the

19 murder. In 2013, Wert knew or reasonably believed that access to the SH Log by any

20 defendant could ultimately undo Smith, expose misconduct by the entire prosecution team,

21 and have other professional ramifications. Thus, Wert needed to stop Dekraai from

22 getting evidence to which he was entitled to make sure Smith did not get the evidence

23 to which he was entitled—and quickly kill the log to at least lessen the chances that he

24 and his colleagues would ever got this close to the disaster point again.

25 Defendant Dekraai would note that although the name of the case, People v. Smith,

26 was disclosed to the OCDA and the OCSD on January 20, 2017, neither the OCSD nor any

27

28
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1 prosecutorial agency has disclosed evidence of any investigation regarding possible

2 wrongdoing related to the investigation and prosecution.

3 Defendant requests to call the following witnesses:

4 Commander William Baker

5 Baker’s declaration dated December 12, 2016, includes the following summary of

6 his experience:
As of December 9, 2016, I am the Commander of the Investigative Services
Command. Prior to that, I was the Captain of the Central Jails Division since

8 March of 2016, where my duties included managing the Division’s 220-plus

9
staff members, oversight of the Division’s budget, and ensuring the safety
and security of the inmates under our care and for the staff in my command.

10 Prior to my promotion to Captain and my transfer to the Central

11
Jail’s [sic.] Division, I was the Special Investigations Bureau Lieutenant for
over two years. My duties there included supervising the Gang Enforcement

12 Teams, the Narcotics Details, the Highway Interdiction Team, the Vice

13
Detail and the Special Operations Bureau. Prior to that assigmnent, I was a
Watch Commander at the Theo Lacy Facility for ten months.

14 According to the same declaration, Baker is one of the OCSD employees assigned to the
15 following task:
16 [sJearching for and inventorying Classification and Special Handling records

17
and producing to the Orange County District Attorney’s Office (“OCDA”)
any such records that are potentially responsive to discovery requests,

18 subpoenas, or Brady obligations, including but not limited to any log or other

19
document that replaced the Special Handling Log (“Log”) in January 2013.

He continued:
20 Under my direction and supervision, OCSD has completed an exhaustive
21 search of OCSD computer share drives and individual hard drives of deputies

who were in Special Handling during the time that the Log was kept. In
22 addition, the OCDA has reviewed OCSD computer drives and documents to
23 ensure discovery compliance.

24
Defendant intends to question Baker on a number of issues including the above

25
referenced searches, when and where particular items were found, and with what

26
agencies and individuals discovered items were shared.

27

28
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1 In his declaration dated December 12, 2016, Baker wrote that “seven deputies who

2 were in Special Handling after the termination of the Log in 2013 were interviewed.” He

3 stated the following:

4
All provided consistent infonnation regarding recordkeeping practices in
Special Handling, specifically that incoming imnates were interviewed and

6 classed. Additional entries, if needed, were entered into the TRED. None of
the deputies interviewed reported knowledge of any document entitled,
“Important Information,” “Important Information Sharing” or “Important

8 Infonrtation Sharing Only.” The deputies interviewed reported that

9
information was generally recorded in memoranda, departmental reports, or
TRED entries; day-to-day communications were usually in the form of verbal

10 briefmgs and information would be shared via crime reports, information

11
reports, emails, internal memos or briefing items.

12
This smmnary is not consistent with the investigation documents that were provided in the

13
document cache on February 17, 2017. A memo from Sergeant Michael Few to

14
Commander Briggs, dated October 11, 2016, includes very brief summaries of interviews

15
with what appear to be only two deputies that were in Special Handling after the

16
termination of the Log in 2013. Neither of those two deputies, Zachary Bieker or Deputy

17
Logan Walker, were asked most of the questions described by Baker, unless they are to be

found in other undisclosed reports.
18

19
The questions, at least as summarized by Few, demonstrate little probing and were

20
largely superficial. For instance, he attributed nearly identical statements to Bieker and

21
Walker about the ending of the replacement of the log. Few wrote that Bieker “did not

22
know why the log was ended in 2013, and did not know if anything took its place after

23
that.” Few wrote that Walker “did not remember any details about why the log was ended

24
in 2013, and did not know if any other logs took its place.” In contrast to the version of

25
questioning that Baker attributed, there is no indication that they were asked about different

26
variations of the “Important Information” log. Nor were they apparently asked about what

27
replacement for the SH Log was created to keep fellow deputies abreast of events and

28
critical issues as shifts change. Again, if Baker wrote truthfully, at least five and likely

5
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1 seven interviews are missing from the document cache. Indeed, according to the roster of

2 current and former Special Handling deputies and supervisors produced at the Defendant’s

3 request, there were thirteen special handling deputies located at IRC in 2013. Two, Garcia

4 and Grover, were unwilling to answer questions. But other than the interviews conducted

5 with Bieker and Garcia, there are no other interviews that are described or identified as

6 having taken place.

7 Additionally, Baker stated that he was “informed and believe that additional follow-

8 up interviews with Special Handling deputies and/or supervisors have been attempted, but

9 many have declined to be interviewed based upon the advice of counsel.” However, there

10 are no writings within the document cache that reflect any attempted follow-up interviews

11 in which a deputy or supervisor indicated he was refusing to be interviewed.

12 Assistant District Attorney Ebrahim Baytieh

13 The request to call Baytieh, based upon the limited scope of the hearings, will

14 depend upon Sergeant Raymond Wert’s willingness to testify about relevant subject

15 matters. If Wert refuses to testify or provides what the defense believes is false testimony,

16 Defendant will ask to call Baytieh to testify on the subject matter of People v. Paul Smith,

17 as discussed in Appendix A.

18 Sergeant Bill Beeman

19 The request to call Beeman, based upon the limited scope of the hearings, will

20 depend upon Sergeant Raymond Wert’s willingness to testify about relevant subject

21 matters. If he refuses to testify or provides what the defense believes is false testimony,

22 Defendant will ask to call Beeman to testify on the subject matter of People v. Paul Smith,

23 as discussed in Appendix A.

24 Sergeant Brent Benson

25 In an interview with the OCDA, dated September 23, 2014, Benson stated that

26 Special Handling files, also referred to as Special Handling jackets, are administrative

27 segregation and protective custody files. Benson claimed that during the initial round of

28
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1 discovery in Dekraai, he asked if anyone knew about Special Handling Jackets, “but

2 nobody knew anything about a special handling jacket.” Benson said he recently found

3 hard copies of files dating back to 1984, and stated they had subsequently been kept in

4 electronic fonrat.

5 Defendant requests to ask Benson about his knowledge of the decision to seek

6 retention policies that allowed for the destruction of Special Handling Files, source of

7 information files, and confidential informant files.

8 Defendant seeks to question why he failed to disclose the SH Log and the version of

9 the SH Log created in August 2014, despite a subpoena requiring its disclosure.

10 Defendant requests to ask Benson about his practices in determining what materials

11 would be brought to court in responsive to subpoenas and discovery requests.

12 Defendant also requests to question Benson about his discussions and instructions to

13 Special Handling deputies regarding answering questions during hearings and the use of

14 the tenns informant and source of information.

15 Deputy Zachary Bieker

16 Bicker was a Special Handling Deputy assigned to the Intake Release Center in

17 2011, including during the time period between May and September of that year.

18 Defendant requests to inquire about his practices in term of making log entries, and his

19 explanation as to why there are no entries in the above referenced time period.

20 Bicker made entries within the SH Log that are arguably relevant to the movements

21 of Dekraai and Perez.

22 Bicker testified during the 2015 evidentiary hearings, but failed to disclose the SH

23 Log, despite 1) questions that called for its disclosure, 2) clarification after the TRED

24 concealment that answers must be provided to questions posed in court unless counsel of

25 the witness raises a legal objection, and 3) the fact that the existence of the SH Log would

26 have been widely understood to contradict prior testimony of Special Handling Deputies

27

28
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1 regarding the documentation of communications with informants and daily activities in the

2 position.

3 Commander Jon Briggs

4 Briggs received the OCSD investigative memos discussed herein and appears to be

5 the leader of 2016 and 2017 investigative efforts.

6 In addition, having previously held the rank of lieutenant, Briggs was responsible in

7 for Classifications/Special Handling at the IRC, in 2011.

8 Neither the OCSD nor the OCDA provided an interview of Briggs.

9 Commander Adam Powell’s responses to questions in 2016 hearings in People v.

10 Wozniak, indicated that the Coimnand Staff had no knowledge of the SH Log.

11 Defendant intends to question Briggs about each of the subjects identified by this

12 Court.

13 Sergeant Michael Few

14 Few wrote an internal memo to Commander Briggs regarding “S/H Log

15 Interviews,” that include “a short synopsis of each interview” with former Special

16 Handling deputies regarding the “existence of the workstation log between 9/22/08 and

17 1/31/13.”

18 Defendant seeks to question Few about his investigation on this subject matter and

19 any and all other subject matters related to this Court’s identified areas of interest, which

20 have not been fully addressed in the memo.

21 Deputy C. Foster

22 Foster was in the IRC Special Handling Unit when the SH Log was terminated.

23 Defendant seeks to question Foster about the termination of the log.

24 District Attorney Investigator Mark Gutierrez

25 Investigator Gutierrez was assigned to conduct investigation regarding the SH Log

26 and other related matters.

27

28
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1 Defendant requests to ask Gutierrez about information he learned and evidence he

2 acquired related to the five subject matter areas identified by this Court.

3

4 Lieutenant Brent Guidice

5 Guidice appears to have supervised the OCJ Special Handling Unit in or about 2010

6 and/or 2012 and may have knowledge of the gap in the SH Log.

7 CAG Investigator Fernando Huerta

8 Investigator Huerta was assigned to conduct investigation regarding misconduct and

9 disclosure issue in 2015.

10 Defendant requests to ask Huerta about infonriation he learned and evidence he

11 acquired related to the five subject matter areas identified by this Court.

12 Sheriff Sandra Hutchens

13 As discussed herein, the questions intertwined in the issue of merest identified by

14 this Court have remained insufficiently answered for a lengthy period of time. The

15 individual, whom at this point, ultimately is responsible for being fully informed of the

16 responsive and accurate answers is the Sheriff. Defendant requests to ask the Sheriff about

17 who contributed to her responses, when those contributions were made, whether there was

18 uniformity in what was shared, and related relevant questions.

19 In a series of public comments made personally by the Sheriff and through her

20 public information officers, the OCSD steadfastly denied the existence of a jail informant

21 program. Defendant requests to ask how she and her agency reached these conclusions,

22 and what and who contributed to her knowledge on this subject matter.

23 The Sheriff also attributed this Court’s finding of false and misleading testimony by

24 deputies to a lack of training and experience testifying. Defendant intends to ask how she

25 and her agency reached those conclusions, as well as what or whom contributed to this

26 analysis.

27

28
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1 Defendant requests to ask about the investigation that has taken place, what

2 direction she has given, and what information she learned that was not previously known.

3

4

5 Deputy Jonathan Larson

6 Larson was a Special Handling Deputy assigned to the Intake Release Center in

7 2011, including during the time period between April and October of that year. Defendant

8 requests to inquire about his practices in terms of making log entries, and his explanation

9 as to why there are no entries in those months.

10 Larson testified during the 2015 evidentiary hearings, but failed to disclose the SH

11 Log, despite 1) questions that called for its disclosure, 2) clarification after the TRED

12 concealment that answers must be provided to questions posed in court unless counsel of

13 the witness raises a legal objection, and 3) the fact that the existence of the SH Log would

14 have been widely understood to contradict prior testimony of Special Handling Deputies

15 regarding the documentation of communications with informants and daily activities in the

16 position.

17 Sergeant Kirsten Monteleone

18 Monteleone testified in May of 2016 in People v. Wozniak that she attempted to find

19 out whether there was a Special Handling Log at the Theo Lacy Facility, and was told none

20 was created.

21 Based upon e-mail communications between Monteleone and Assistant DA Dan

22 Wagner, it appears that shortly after her testimony in Wozniak she discovered the existence

23 of logs created by Special Handling deputies at that facility, and was told they would be

24 turned over to this Court after any privilege arguments were made at a scheduled hearing

25 date in this case in August of 2016. Nonetheless, it appears the disclosure was delayed

26 several months in Dekraai. The disclosure of Lacy Special Handling Logs occurred after

27

28
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1 sentencing in Wozniak, even though the existence of said log was inconsistent with

2 representations of Monteleone and Sergeant Peters.

3 Monteleone also testified that she learned about the existence of the SH Log through

4 Deputy Ben Garcia, and was the lead sergeant from Special Handling/Classification in

5 compiling the materials for disclosure in Wozniak and this case. During her testimony, she

6 indicated that there was “some months” that were missing, attributed those to vacations,

7 and never indicated there was a 5 Y2 month gap.

$ Monteleone’s role and knowledge about the investigation conducted by the OCSD,

9 and its communications with the OCDA regarding her agency’s investigation of relevant

10 materials is pertinent to a number of issues.

11 Carol Ann Morris

12 In 2014, Carol Ann Mon-is, the Assistant Director of Support Services Division of

13 the OCSD authored and submitted the agency’s Records Retention and Disposition

14 Schedules. In letters from Morris dated August 20, 2014, she stated that “a considerable

15 amount of research has been conducted over the past eight months to gather current and

16 applicable recordkeeping requirements for revisions of the fourteen retention schedules....”

17 On December 16, 2014, The Board of Supervisors approved comprehensive

18 retention policies, enumerated in an 84-page document entitled “Records Retention and

19 Disposition Schedules.” A summary of the informant-related records destruction policies is

20 the following:

21 1) Criminal Investigation Division — Confidential Informant Files —

“Destroy 3 years after inactive.”
22 2) Custody and Court Operations Division — Source of Information —

23
“Destroy after 3 years.”

3) Custody and Court Operations Division — Special Handling Jacket or
24 File — “Destroy after 3 years.”

25 Defendant requests to question Morris regarding issues, including but not limited to

26 the introduction of these specific retention policies, who originated the requests, who

27

28
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1 authorized the requests, who participated in the language formulation, and the purported

2 reasons for adding these specific policies.

3 Additionally, Defendant requests to question Morris about where the policies are

4 maintained, who can access them, who responds to subpoena requests, and whether she has

5 knowledge of why the 2014 policies were not provided pursuant to Dekraai’s subpoena

6 issued in November of 2016.

7 Deputy Ben Garcia

8 Defendant requests to ask Garcia a number of questions, including but not limited

9 to, the following subject mailers:

10 1) His 2013 entry co-authored with Garcia regarding the termination and

11 replacement of the SH Log.

12 2) His decision to hide the SH Log during his 2014 and 2015 testimony, and with

13 whom he discussed the decision not to reveal its existence and how its contents

14 impeached prior testimony.

15 Deputy Bill Grover

16 Defendant requests to ask a number of questions to include but not be limited to the

17 following subject mailers:

18 1) His shared 2013 entry regarding the termination and replacement of the SH Log.

19 2) His decision to hide the SH Log through his 2014 and 2015 testimony;

20 3) His knowledge about the internal shifi in terminology from informants to

21 “sources of information.”

22 4) His shredding/destruction of documents, the policies for shredding, and the

23 records of what has been shredded.

24 Former Assistant Sheriff Michael James

25 James oversaw OCJ during the time period during which the shredding of records is

26 described in the SH Log. Defendant requests to question him about the policies that

27

28
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1 permitted destruction, what recordkeeping was used to chart destruction and who oversaw

2 the process.

3 Lieutenant Dave Johnson

4 Johnson asserted in an interview that he believed he was responsible for creating the

5 Special Handling Log. He would be questioned about its creation, his knowledge of others

6
logs maintained by special handling deputies, and how it was used to demonstrate its value

7

8
to management.

Sergeant Lane Lagaret
10 Lagaret is the current spokesperson for the OCSD and a former Classification
11 Special Handling Sergeant. He was ftmlly familiar with the jailhouse infonnant program,
12 and would be asked what members of the command staff has he shared his knowledge, and
13 when did that occur.
14 Lieutenant Michael McHenry
15 McHenry was assigned to question Wert and Rarnirez about the SH Log. Defendant
16 requests to question McHenry about additional details on this subject matter and additional
17 investigative efforts.
18 Deputy County Counsel Elizabeth Pejeau
19 Defendant requests to question Pejeau about each of the issues identified by this
20 Court. Pejeau has been closely involved in all of the discovery issues in this case and
21 People v. Wozniak for several years and is familiar with each of the matters in dispute.
22 There exists infonnation indicating that she was willing in 2015 to testify on behalf
23 of the OCDA in hearings set for February of that year.
24 Investigator Anton Pereyra
25 Pereyra was a member of the IRC Special Handling Unit. Based upon an interview
26 of him, it appears to have some knowledge about the SH Log’s creation, and who would
27 have been regularly checking it in the chain of command.
28
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1 Commander Adam Powell

2 Powell has overseen the OCSD investigation related to the SH Log and the

3 document cache. It is anticipated that he will have relevant and responsive information

4 pertaining to each of the issues identified by this Court.

5 Sergeant Mark Peters

6 Defendant requests to question Peters regarding his knowledge about information

7 regarding the existence of Special Handling Logs at TLF at different periods of time and

8 what he and Sergeant Monteleone have been told about that subject matter.

9 Peters testified in May of 2016 in People v. Wozniak that he also spoke with

10 Monteleone about whether there was log/blog at TLF. Peters testified that he learned from

11 Monteleone that there was not a log used by Special Handling at Lacy. He said, “The same

12 drive is available at Theo Lacy. And she looked at that drive and made — and detennined

13 there — that it wasn’t there.” He testified that in addition {Monteleone] talked to the

14 supervisors and staff at Theo Lacy on that.” He added, “I don’t know the specifics. Asked

15 specifically if there’s something like this kept at Lacy and that she has access to that drive,

16 and she checked it. She also spoke to the staff there.” Peters would be asked when he

17 learned there was a SH Log at both the Intake Release Center and TLF, whom he told, and

18 what additional actions were taken.

19 Defendant also requests to question Peters about Special Handling Files, Source of

20 Information Files, Confidential Informant Files, and policies that were created permitting

21 their destruction.

22 During testimony in Wozniak, he said the following:

23 Q: When were confidential informant files created?
A: We have policy — we have recently installed policy as it related to

24 confidential informant files by the department and within the jails.

25 Q: And when was that?
A: I wrote them, I should probably know this. It’s probably two years ago.

26 Q: Afler this stuff on Dekraai broke?

27
A: Yes.

28
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1 He was questioned about different types of files that would indicate who informants

2 are:

3

4 Q. Is there a -- is there an infonnant file that you can look at?
A. Is there special handling files? There is special handling files.

5 Q. Is that the same thing to you?

6
A.Tome.

Q. If you look at the special handling files, there is informant information if
7 the person is an informant?

8
A. Correct.

Q. If you want to find out if a particular person is an informant, what do
9 you do?

10
A. I don’t know what you mean.
Q. How would you find out whether that was the case or not?

11 A. We would look in the special handling file.

12 Q. What kind of notation would be in there that would indicate that to
you?

13 A. There would be some type of document that the person was an
informant.

14 Q. What, is there a particular format form that you can see that reveals that?
15 A. Yes, there’s -- you know, there’s the informant file and then there’s a thing

called a source of information.
16 Q. Okay. So what’s the informant file?

17 A. It’s -- it could be both. It’s like if we have informants, currently have any
informants.

18 Q. I mean, so there is -- you can look in a place, you have a file place you can

19 go to, you can leaf through it and see if the person’s name is in there; right?
A. Right.

20 Q. So, I mean, like if a person who is out in the open, if you want, you could

21 look through that file and you would see Fernando Perez’s name; right?
A. I don’t know who that is.

22 Q. Let’s say there is an informant that has been working in the jail. You can

23 go to the file drawer and leaf through it and you can check whether that
person is an informant?

24 A.Yes.

25
Sergeant Marty Ramirez

26

27

28
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1 In Grover and Garcia’s SH Log entry dated January 23, 2013, the following is

2 written:

3
A S/H meeting was held by Sergeants Ramirez and Wert. Numerous

4 topics were discussed. One of the biggest changes will be concerning this
log .... it will NO LONG Isic.] BE A LOG but rather a document of
IMPORTANT INFORMATION SHARING ONLY.

6

7 In an interview conducted by Lieutenant Andy Stephens, Rarnirez allegedly stated

8 that “[h]e had no knowledge of the existence of this log during the time he was assigned to

9 that position.” Deputy Few pointed out that “Rarnirez was assigned as the Classification

10 Sergeant beginning in mid-January 2013, approximately two weeks prior to the last entry

11 on the Special Handling log.” (Id., at p. Inmate F. 35236.)

12 According to a memo written by Lieutenant Michael McHenry, dated November 8,

13 2016, he called Rarnirez on July 7, 2016 and read him the SH Log termination entry.

14 According to McHenry, “He stated that Wert was primarily responsible for Special

15 Handling. Rarnirez did not have anything else to add at that time.”

16 The memo suggests that after talking with Powell (who had been promoted to

17 Assistant Sheriff). He spoke again with Ramirez on August 25, 2016. This time “Rarnirez

18 told me that when he learned of the log, he thought there was a better way to document

19 things. Ramirez said, ‘...it wasn’t like the guys were doing anything wrong...’ but that he

20 was optimizing things correctly. For instance, Rarnirez stated that when other agencies

21 were requesting information, that information should be in a report rather than in TRED.

22 He saw the elimination of the log as an improvement in operations, not fixing an error.

23 Rarnirez did not have any additional information to add at that time.”

24 In Baker’s declaration dated December 12, 2016, he stated that “Lieutenant Rarnirez

25 has recently informed OCSD that this summary of his interview was inaccurate. No

26 corrections have been provided by Lieutenant Ramirez as of the date of this declaration.”

27 Baker does not indicate who received this information, what prompted contact on this

28
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1 subject matter, the circumstances surrounding Ramirez disavowing his earlier interview,

2 and what additional questions were asked.

3 Mdllenry did not indicate in the memo whether he questioned Ramirez a) why it

4 took three rounds of questions to arrive at his supposedly enhanced memory, b) whom he

5 consulted with to make this decision to eliminate the SH Log, c) whether the Command

6 Staff provided authorization for the log’s termination, or d) whether any member of the

7 agency brought up the pending 2013 discovery order from this litigation. There is also no

8 explanation why McHenry waited more than two months to document these interviews in a

9 memo, whether he recorded the contacts, nor whether he wrote actual reports documenting

10 his interviews.

11 Lieutenant Mark Sfichter

12 Stichter was the spokesperson for the OCSD, in August of 2016, when he made

13 publicly reported statements that “[t]here is not ajailhouse informant program in the jail.”

14 Defendant requests to question Stichter about the basis of that statement, and who

15 participated in the decision

16 Lieutenant Andy Stephens

17 Stephens wrote an internal memo dated October 10, 2016, in which he describes

18 interviews with former Classification/Special Handling Sergeants. The memo is one page

19 in length, it contains a summary of each interview that consists of one to four sentences,

20 and does not provide the date of any of the interviews. The OCSD did not provide

21 substantive interview reports, recorded statements or notes about these interviews.

22 One of Stephens’ interviews was with Sergeant Marty Ramnirez, who along with

23 Wert allegedly told Garcia and Grover there would no longer be a SH Log. However,

24 according to Stephens’ October 10, 2016 memo, Ramirez “had no knowledge of this log

25 during the time he was assigned to that position.” The date of the memo suggests that

26 Stephens should have been aware of the entry indicating Ramirez’s role in terminating the

27

28
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1 log when he questioned Rarnirez, but Stephens gave no indication whether he questioned

2 him about the SH Log entry.

3 Stephens would be questioned about these and related subject matters, and whether

4 additional documentation of interviews exists and what was shared in addition to what is

5 found in his memos.

6

7 Theo Lacy Special Handling Deputies and Chain of Command:

8

9
Defendant requests the opportunity to call deputies, Sergeants and Lieutenants who

10
were assigned to the TLF during the time period during which there is a gap in the TRED

records of Jason Fenstennacher and Alexander Frosio. Defendant is still attempting to

12
identify those individuals most likely to have germane information on this subject matter.

13
Retired Sergeant Gary Tinoco

14
Tinoco was a ClassificationlSpecial Handling Sergeant for IRC Special Handling

15
between approximately August 2011 and August 2012.

16
Defendant requests to ask Tinoco about the use of the SH Log during that time

17
period and other related issues.

18
Assistant Custodian of Inmate Records, Orange County Jail, Pam Walker

19
On November 10, 2016, County Counsel turned over directly to defense counsel in

20
this courtroom documents purportedly responsive to Dekraai’s subpoena that included a

21
request for the following documents:

4) Any and all lists of retention policies andlor time frames for the
22 destruction of documents, logs and or other materials created, published,

23
followed andlor deemed effective for the Orange County Sheriffs
Department between January 1, 2006 and the present. The referenced

24 document has been referred to in the past as the “Document Retention List.”

25 The provided documents were a) 4 pages under the heading of “Records Control

26 Schedule,” and indicating original approval by resolution, dated October 9, 1979; b) an

27 intra-departmental memo to file by Sharon Rowleft regarding “Retention Schedules,” dated

28
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1 July 21, 1992; and c) a “Document Retention List,” signed by Assistant Sheriff Hewitt and

2 Assistant Sheriff Krans, dated April 24, 1995. These records do not reference “infonnant,”

3 “source of information” or “special handling jacket.”

4 Several weeks after these materials were provided, counsel for Dekraai was

5 contacted by an independent source regarding that individual’s belief that the OCSD had

6 not ftilly complied with the subpoena for retention records. Subsequently, that source

7 provided the defense with a copy of “Orange County Sheriffs Department Records and

8 Disposition Schedules,” passed by vote of the Orange County Board of Supervisors on

9 December 16, 2014.

10 In the section under Criminal Investigation, is the title “Confidential Informant

11 Files” which “[i]ncludes documentation relating to identity of confidential infonnant,

12 information provided by informant, consideration provided, and case information involving

13 the informant. Informant files are maintained under active and inactive status.” The

14 disposition for such files states, “Destroy 3 years after inactive.”

15 In a separate section entitled “Custody and Court Operations,” there are two titles of

16 particular importance. One is entitled “Source of Information,” and is described as “File

17 documenting information received from an inmate.” The disposition for the file states

18 “Destroy after 3 years.” The second is titled “Special Handling Jacket or File,” which is

19 described as a “Classification file containing information about Administrative or

20 Protective Custody Imnates.” The disposition for such file also states, “Destroy after 3

21 years.”

22 Walker will provide testimony explaining the reason that the 2014 records were

23 provided, and who made or contributed to that decision making process.

24 Assistant District Attorney Daniel Wagner

25 Defendant requests to question Wagner about Special Handling Logs from the Theo

26 Lacy Facility that it appears he delayed turning over in Dekraai until after Wozniak was

27

28
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1 sentenced to death. The infomiation pertaining to this is described in detail summarized

2 beginning at page 13 and analyzed in detail beginning at page 70.

3 Defendant requests to question Wagner regarding what his agency has learned

4 during the course of its investigation regarding each of the identified issues.

5 Deputy Logan Walker

6 Walker was a Special Handling Deputy from some time in 2012 to late 2013.

7 Defendant intends to question him about the termination of the log and related subject

8 matters.

9 Sergeant Raymond Wert

10 In Grover and Garcia’s SH Log entry dated January 23, 2013, the following is

11 written:

12 A S/H meeting was held by Sergeants Ramirez and Wert. Numerous
topics were discussed. One of the biggest changes will be concerning this

13 log .... lt will NO LONG tsic.J BE A LOG but rather a document of

14
IMPORTANT INFORMATION SHARING ONLY.

15 According to Lieutenant McHenry, he contacted Wert and read the entry on January
16 23, 2013 beginning with “it will no longer be a log...” Mdllenry summarized Wert’s
17 response as follows:
18

19 I contacted Wert via telephone and spoke with him about that question. I read

20
an excerpt of the entry by Deputy Grover stating, “...it will no longer be a
log... but rather a document of important infoniiation sharing only.” Sgt.

21 Wert told me that he had no personal knowledge of the “Blog” at the time in

22
question. He stated that about that time, someone in Special Handling related
to Wert that they had testified in court. That unknown deputy related that

23 they were making entries into something other than the TRED and Wert

24
advised his staff to stop making separate records and use TRED. Our
conversation included the fact that at the time, Wert was surprised to learn

25 his staff were unaware of 1040/1042 and instead were under the impression
they could withhold information about TRED. As a result of this information,

26 Wert initiated a conversation with the DA’s office and set up Informant
27 training for his staff. Wert did not provide any further details at that time.

28
(Id.)
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1

2
In his declaration dated December 16, 2016, Baker wrote, “Sergeant Wert has

recently informed OCSD that this summary of his interview was factually inaccurate and

should not be a reflection of the content of his interview. No factual corrections have been

provided by Sergeant Wert as of the date of this declaration.” Baker did not indicate who

6
received this information, what prompted contact on this subject matter, the circumstances

7
surrounding Rarnirez disavowing his earlier interview, and what additional questions were

8
asked.
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17

18
Summary And Analysis of Issues — People v. Paul Smith

19

20
In 2009, Paul Smith was arrested in Las Vegas after a DNA “hit” off blood found at

21

22
the scene of a 1988 murder. While in Las Vegas, OCSD Investigators Raymond Wert and

Don Voght interviewed Smith about the crime, which he denied. Recorded calls from the
23

24
jail in Las Vegas where he was housed captured Smith speaking of his desire to harm Wert

25
and Voght. As Smith entered OCJ for the first time, it is not difficult to imagine the OCSD

26
wishing he might just land next to a motivated informant—perhaps one out of “work” for

27
just a few days, but always ready to get back in the game. And, as we have learned, for the

OCSD these wishes almost always come true.
28
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1 Wert was one of two Special Handling sergeant instrumental in terminating the SH

2 Log in 2013. Four years earlier, he was the lead investigator in People v. Smith, and was

3 also allegedly the victim of an effort by Smith to have him assaulted. Baytieh was both the

4 prosecutor of Smith, would later become the face of the OCDA’s response to the informant

5 scandal—repeatedly assailing any suggestion of intentional wrongdoing by his agency.

6 Their unified hope has been that courts, counsel, and defendants would never fully

7 appreciate how “coincidental contact” dramatically improved the chances that Paul Smith

8 would suffer a special circumstances conviction and then die in prison. While Wert’s

9 desire to end the SH Log demonstrates that he was likely quite concerned, Baytieh has

10 exhibited nothing similar—at least publicly.

11 In fact, nine months after this Court recused the OCDA during a debate on the use

12 of informants at Chapman University School of Law, Baytieh, “[a] top official for the

13 Orange County District Attorney’s Office[,] had a one-word response Wednesday to

14 widespread accusations that local prosecutors illegally use jailhouse informants and

15 withhold evidence beneficial to the defense: ‘baloney.” He added that “[t]he notion that

16 there is any effort on anybody’s part, at any level, to intentionally hide evidence ... is from

17 our perspective absolutely false.” (Saavedra, “O.C. District Attorney official calls claims

18 of intentional misconduct in use ofjailhouse infonnants ‘baloney”’ OC Register, Sept. 30,

19 2015) This was similar to the claim that he made at the community forum that “I also have

20 a right to tell you, the state of the evidence right now, there isn’t a shred of evidence that a

21 prosecutor conspired to intentionally hide evidence from a defendant.” (See: Orange

22 County Register Snitch Tank C’ommunity Forum, March 6, 2016, at

23 https ://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=zVuv0jLxpAs.)

24 But in actuality, Baytieh, Wert, and the rest of this team knew that such statements

25 were not truthful, and that what really happened with Smith was just like what was taking

26 place in the jails every day between informants and targets. And there was nothing organic

27 in the process. The entire prosecution team also certainly knew that it has long been their

28 obligation to share the misconduct in Smith with Dekraai and this Court as it wrestled for
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1 the past four years with issues of claimed coincidental conduct and cover-up. Ultimately it

2 would take eight years and a winding governmental scandal to finally bring forth the

3 compelling evidence of Sixth Amendment violations and serious governmental misconduct

4 in a case that demonstrates that too much of a good thing—multiple “starving dog[s]” laser

5 focused on a single target—not only feeds violations of law, but increases the chances that

6 a governmental plot will be uncovered. That is what occurred here.

7 Smith certainly lacked the slightest idea that when he arrived in Mod L-20 that his

8 housing selection had been carefully selected for a purpose. As the most recent brief

9 described, deputies running this informant tank were reminded, “There are several current

10 investigations being conducted, so PLEASE don’t get into anything (exchanging any

11 information with imnates). PLEASE contact S/H.”

12 Smith’s dayroom partners were originally Arthur Palacios,’ “Inmate X,” and

13 “Imnate Y.” According to Palacios, Smith soon made a number of admissions about the

14 murder, and began to speak with Imnate X about his plans to assault Wert and Christina

15 Eggers2. Shortly thereafter, Inmate X was released from custody. According to Palacios,

16 he learned through Smith, however, that Irnriate X continued to work on the “plot” while

17 out of custody, having conversations with Smith’s wife (Tina Smith) about carrying out the

18 attack. At one point, Iniriate X sent a letter to Smith and attempted to get identifying

19 information about Wert to purportedly help facilitate the crime. Smith then discussed this

20 with Palacios. Ultimately, Tina Smith decided she longer want to pursue the “hit” with

21 Inmate X. Palacios, working with OCSD, stepped in to “help.” He facilitated a meeting

22 with OCSD Special Operation Sergeant Bill Beeman, who assumed the moniker “Blade.”

23 Beeman ultimately captured recorded statements in which Smith agreed to pay him if he

24 carried out the assaults.

25

26
As this Court will recall, Palacios was also an informant on People v. Joseph Govey—

27 once again, on a solicitation (to commit murder).

28
2 Spelling as it appears in interview transcription.
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1 The prosecutor, Assistant District Attorney Ebrahirn Baytieh, called Palacios as a

2 witness before the grand jury and at trial. During the grand jury proceedings, Baytieh

3 introduced the fact that Palacios had been a long-time infonnant, and further that an

4 agreement had been reached for a sentence reduction in exchange for his testimony.

5 Palacios testified that he had been working with investigators when first placed in L-20,

6 but suggested through questioning that he was no longer working for any govermnent

7 agency when he first heard Smith’s admissions. (Of course, the story told before the SH

$ Log was discovered was that Fernando Perez had also taken a leave of absence as an

9 informant when Dekraai happened to land a few feet away from him.) After Smith started

10 talking about the crime, Palacios allegedly then contacted officers and began assisting—but

11 dutifully followed instructions not to question Palacios about the murder. He described

12 Imnate X’s attempts to effectuate the assaults in exchange for payment, and how when that

13 fell through, he began working with Beeman.

14 Of course, even without the analysis that will follow, the prosecution team had been

15 required to inform Smith that he had been placed in a “snitch tank”, so that he could

16 appropriately bring a Massiah motion. With this information, Smith could have challenged

17 the claim that Palacios had not been given any information or directions with regard to

18 Smith, and could have presented an argument similar to the “starving dog” analysis

19 discussed by this Court in its August 2014 ruling.

20 Before the commencement of trial, Baytieh showed his concern—but this can only

21 be seen with the benefit of hindsight. First, Baytieh severed the solicitation counts, which

22 Smith later pled to after trial. Moreover, Palacios3 was only questioned about the

23 incriminating murder statements, but forwent completely any questioning on the

24 solicitation crimes. The defense understandably would not dare look a gift horse in the

25 mouth. It would have seemed at the time an astonishing act of prosecutorial moderation

26

27 Baytieh called Palacios to testify again. The informant, however, had broken the terms of
the agreement by not appearing on a court date, and this time was testifying allegedly

28 without any hoped for benefit.
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1 that Baytieh not only voluntarily severed the solicitation counts, but abandoned his wish all

2 together to introduce this incredibly powerful evidence that was relevant to motive, and

3 which corroborated Palacios’ testimony. Baytieh, though, knew that while he appeared to

4 the outside world as a prosecutor averse to piling on charges, he was actually a prosecutor

5 with a significant problem.

6 Thus, at the trial it was as if “Inmate X” had never even existed in the first place, let

7 alone having been an evil-doer who would hurt an officer for money. (Interestingly,

8 Wert’s and Beeman had begun the unexplained “name wipe” earlier by not mentioning

9 Inmate X in their reports in places where he logically fit.) During the trial, Imriate X went

10 unmentioned in the questioning of Palacios and the closing argument. Instead, it was the

11 individual who took Inmate X’s place in the dayroom, “Inmate Z,” who was referenced by

12 Palacios and is referenced along with Imnate Y and Smith as dayroom partners in the

13 appellate record. While unbeknownst to Smith, his dayroorn was always stocked with

14 infonnants—with the exception of himself—among all of the informants it was Imnate X

15 who created the cause for concern for the prosecution team. (Special Handling Log Entries

16 from People v. Daniel Wozniak attached herein under seal as Exhibit A.)

17 Why the need to have Inmate X fade away quietly? The use of a concentrated

18 gathering of infonriants had undoubtedly given investigators their best chance to obtain the

19 admissions they were unable to obtain themselves, and to strengthen their solicitation for

20 felony assault investigation. But there was always a risk that if a target was ever able to

21 prove he was placed in a dayroorn with multiple infonnants, the already strained notion

22 that the target (“Smith”) was coincidentally assigned to be next to not just one, the

23 supposedly recently retired Palacios, but multiple informants, the scam would unravel. It

24 would become clear that the individual was the target of an infonnant operation. Such a

25 revelation would very likely lead to the exclusion of statements taken in violation of the

26 Sixth Amendment.

27 The problem here is that the prosecution team at some point had poorly analyzed the

28 ramifications of Inmate X continuing his work as an infonnant out of custody; that is,

5
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1 having him pretend that he was helping effectuate the assault upon Wert. Unfortunately

2 for Baytieh, his effort to pretend he could not see Inmate X as a witness, a suspect, and as

3 part of the story of the solicitation eviscerates any notion that the prosecutor was oblivious

4 to the scheme to violate Massiah for a very simple reason: If Inmate X was not an

5 informant, he should have been investigated and charged for the crime along with

6 Smith. And that never happened.

7 Instead, Inmate X was released on his own recognizance on June 30, 2009, after

8 pleading guilty to seven felony counts. (Register of Actions Excerpt, People v Inmate X,

9 Super. Ct. Orange County, No. 09
, p. 10, attached herein under seal as Exhibit B.)

10 On December 9, 2009, Palacios detailed Inmate X’s role in the solicitation during an

11 interview with investigators (though it is quite clear Inmate X’s role was described much

12 earlier by Palacios to his handler, as well.) Thus, on December 18, 2009, Inmate X would

13 have never been allowed to remain out of custody on his own recognizance (at a time after

14 he was supposedly trying to get paid to hurt Wert) unless, of course, he has been an

15 informant all along. By hiding the fact that Inmate X was an informant, Smith was

16 deprived of the Brady evidence that he was placed in a dayroom of snitches who were there

17 to question him about about the murder and his plan for Wert.

18 Further, Smith was wholly denied the opportunity to challenge Palacios’ testimony

19 that he had no idea who Smith was and that Smith simply started making admissions

20 without a single question. Smith was cheated out of the chance to challenge the credibility

21 of both that informant and to expose a prosecution team willing to violate the constitution

22 and cover it up to ensure Smith would spend the rest of his life in a penitentiary.

23 The Smith prosecution team, including Baytieh and Wert, have been engaged in an

24 eight year cover-up that began in 2009. The deception included misleading Smith, the

25 grand jury, the jury and the trial court. In addition, all of these prosecution team

26 players stood idly by and watched the litigation in this case knowing full well that the

27 coordinated movements alleged by the defense—and denied by the government—

28 were a regular practice in the Orange County jails.
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1 Astonishingly, none of this experience stopped Baytieh from heaping praise upon

2 himself for his own exceptionally ethical conduct in disclosing informant evidence in the

3 Smith case—though his self-congratulations were expressed before Dekraai’s filing in

4 January, which indicated the defendant would soon detail the misconduct in Smith.

5 t
6 attached herein under seal as Exhibit C, pp. 31-34.) Of course, it is now clear that Baytieh

7 has been silently aware of the jail infonnant program, including the use of informant tanks,

8 and has known this program has been used in order to increase the chances of successful,

9 though often unlawful, operations.

10 Informants have been invaluable sources of information for the senior prosecutor

11 but the evidence continues to manifest that he, his colleagues in his agency, and the OCSD

12 have little regard for ethical and legal obligations that can be triggered via the receipt of

13 informant evidence.

14 Summary of Appellate Opinion, Interview and Testimony

15 People v. Paul Smith Appellate Opinion Summary

16 In People v. Smith (Aug. 30, 2012) No. G044672, 2012 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS

17 6362, p.1, Paul Gentile Smith was convicted of the special circumstance murder of Robert

18 Haugen, which took place on October 24, 1988. Smith was found guilty of stabbing

19 Haugen with a knife “18 times,” causing Haugen to die from blood loss before Smith

20 attempted to bum Haugen’s apartment down. (Id. at pp. 3-4.) When firefighters arrived at

21 the burning apartment, they discovered Haugen’ s nude and partially burned body on the

22 bed, which was believed to be where the fire began. (Smith, supra, at p. 3.) Droplets of

23 blood were found and collected throughout Haugen’s apartment and when DNA testing

24 became available later in time, the DNA extracted from those blood samples were matched

25 to Smith’s DNA profile. (Id. at pp. 5-6.) In 2009, while Smith was in jail in Las Vegas,

26 Sheriffs Department investigators interviewed Smith about the Haugen murder; Smith

27 denied his involvement. (Id. at pp. 10-11.)

28
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1 When Smith was detained in the Orange County Jail, he purportedly “became

2 friendly” with Arthur Palacios and two other imnates, Inmate Y and Inmate Z. (Smith,

3 supra, at p. 12.) Palacios, “who has been convicted of a number of felonies,” testified

4 against Smith “. . . in hope of receiving consideration on an unrelated felony matter.” (Id. at

5 p. 12.) According to Palacios, Smith told him that he went to Haugen’s house on the day

6 of the murder to purchase marijuana. (Ibid.) When Haugen refused to sell any because

7 Smith’s then-wife instructed Haugen to stop selling marijuana to Smith, an “altercation

8 broke out” and Smith ended up stabbing Haugen several times. (Id. at p. 13 [internal

9 quotations omitted].) Smith also allegedly told Palacios that when he cut Haugen’ s throat,

10 “he tried to pull Haugen’s head off.” (Ibid.) Smith also allegedly told Palacios, “there

11 could not have been any droplets of blood on the floor because he had cleaned up

12 everything very well” and the triple beam scale found in the room was actually left on the

13 bed instead of the closet. (Id. at pp. 4, 13.) Palacios also testified there was a “running

14 joke among the four inmates that defendant was not good at burning bodies.” (Id. at p. 13.)

15 Smith purportedly told his girlfriend, Tina Smith, to “deal with” Haugen’s roommate (at

16 the time of Haugen’s murder) so that the roommate would not testify at trial. (Id. at p. 14.)

17 Lastly, Smith asked Palacios to visit Smith’s ex-wife, Darcy Smith, after Palacios got out

18 ofjail to push Darcy into providing Smith an alibi. (Id. at p. 13.)

19 Palacios testified that after Smith began telling him facts about the case, Palacios

20 “wrote [them] down in a journal” and “. . .eventually turned the information over to law

21 enforcement.” (Smith, supra, at p. 12.) Based largely on DNA evidence and the

22 testimonial evidence of Arthur Palacios, Darcy Smith, and Tina Smith, the defendant was

23 convicted and sentenced by the court to “life without the possibility of parole...” (Id. at p.

24 2.)

25

26

27 Arthur Palacios movements and relationship with Joe Sandoval & Jim Sanders

28
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1 In an interview with Voght and Brian Sutton, Arthur Palacios stated that he came

2 into OCSD custody on February 18, 2009. (Transcript of Interview with Informant Arthur

3 Palacios, September 11, 2009, p. 4, attached herein under seal as Exhibit D.) Originally,

4 Palacios was placed in Mod J; however, after four days he was moved to L-20. (Ibid.) Prior

5 to moving to L-20, Palacios met with an investigator, Joseph John Sandoval, as well as

6 Deputy Jim Sanders. (Id. at p. 5.) According to Palacios, the purpose of coming to L-20

7 was to work with Sandoval on “some other things” as well as keep his “eyes-and-ears-

8 open”. (Id. at p. 64.) Those “other things” were shut down according to Palacios, but he

9 again reached out to Sandoval and Deputy Sanders upon hearing of a plot to Deputy Wert,

10 and stayed in contact with them thereafter. (Ibid.)

11 Palacios Informing on Paul Smith

12 Palacios said that he remembered meeting Paul Smith in custody around June. (Exh.

13 D, p. 5.) Up until this time, Palacios claims to have never heard of Smith or met him.

14 (Ibid.) During dayroom, Palacios was grouped with Smith, Inmate X, and Inmate Y. (Id. at

15 p. 6.) When asked why this happened, Palacios explains that the dayroom arrangement is

16 “just something the deputies did.” (Ibid.) The notes began on July 9, 2009 when Smith

17 allegedly began discussing the murder of Hangen in Sunset Beach from 1988. (Id. at p. 9.)

18 Smith began speaking to the dayroorn group about three to seven days into being assigned

19 to that group. (Id. at pp. 24-25)

20 Regarding the Sunset Beach homicide, Smith claimed to have stabbed the victim

21 about 18 times with scissors and then burned the body over a drug dispute. (Exh. D, pp. 9-

22 11.) Palacios claimed that Smith also spoke about the difficulty with burning human bodies

23 since he failed to do so once with his girlfriend. (Id. at p. 15.) During the course of the

24 investigation, members of Smith’s close family were apparently contacted by homicide

25 investigators regarding Smith’s sexual orientation to see if Haugen was murdered out of a

26 lover’s jealousy. (Id. at p. 33.) Smith became very angry over this, and further became

27 worried since he had phone conversations with Tina Smith, his wife, regarding harming the

28
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1 investigators involved. (Id. at p. 31.) Up until this time there was no mention of any names;

2 Smith simply expresses his worry that the phone call in Nevada was recorded. (Ibid.)

3 The Plot to Attack Investigator Wert

4 An original member of the dayroorn, Inmate X, almost immediately began speaking

5 with Smith after the pair realized they had been high school buddies. (Exh. D, p. 25.) Once

6 Imnate X was released, Imnate Z replaced Inmate X’s spot in the dayroorn group. (Id. at p.

7 8.) However, after Inmate X had been released, Smith received a letter from Inmate X

8 regarding an attack on Investigator Wert. (Id. at p. 35.) Inmate X asked Smith for Wert’s

9 home address, driver’s license number, a picture of Investigator Wert, and additional

10 private information. (Ibid.) Imnate X had also quoted Smith a price of $2,000 to rob and

11 beat up the investigator. (Ibid.) Smith connected with his wife to see if she could find and

12 transfer the information on Wert to Inmate X so that the attack could begin. (Id. at p. 51.)

13 On August 3, 2009, Palacios makes a note that Tina came to visit Smith, and she had

14 expressed her concerns about Inmate X. (Ibid.) Inmate X repeatedly contacted Tina via text

15 demanding payment before anything was to be done to Wert, which had been contrary to

16 the plans they previously made. (Ibid.) Given her concern, the plans with Inmate X fell

17 through, which then leads Smith to speak with Palacios. (Id. at p. 52.) First, Smith

18 complains about the price he was quoted, then asks if Palacios could help where Inmate X

19 left off (Ibid.) On three separate occasions, Smith consulted with Palacios, who eventually

20 lied saying his cousin was on the job and looking into attacking Wert. (Id. at p. 53.)

21 Palacios and Smith spoke on July 17th, August 1st, and August 12th regarding the

22 plot against Wert. (Exh. D, pp. 48-49, 56.) One occasion included Inmate Y as well (Id. at

23 p. 59.) However, Palacios recognized that with time Smith became more careful and

24 decided to keep more “hush hush,” thus he only spoke with Palacios one-on-one. (Id. at pp.

25 42-43.) Palacios claimed to not “pry” and allowed Smith to come to him. (Id. at p. 43.)

26 Palacios recognized also that when Smith originally came to the jail he was more “open”

27 and thus spoke with many inmates, particularly Inmate X. (Ibid.) However, once Inmate X

28 left he has a more private relationship with Palacios. (Ibid.)
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1 Notably, during Smith’s trial, Baytieh never questioned Palacios about Imriate X’s

2 existence, actions, or contribution to this investigation. (R.T. excerpt, People v. Smith,

3 October 21, 2010, attached herein as Exhibit E.)

4 Location of Palacios and SubseQuent Interview

5 In a December 2009 interview, Investigator Wert and Investigator Beaman told

6 Palacios that there might be consideration for what he told them that day, but it is

7 ultimately “up to the D.A.” (Transcript of Interview with Informant Arthur Palacios, Dec.

$ 9, 2009, p. 2, attached herein under seal as Exhibit F.) At the time of the interview,

9 Palacios was placed in a one man cell in Mod L, Sector 20, Cell 6. (Id. at p. 3) He told the

10 interviewer that Paul Smith showed up around May or June of that year, and left two days

11 before this interview on December 7, 2009. (Id. at p. 4.) Palacios spoke about how he

12 befriended Smith, and then proceeded to tell Palacios information about the murder, but

13 Palacios contended that he did not push on him when he talks. He talks, Ijust keep my ears

14 open.” (Id. at p. 5.)

15 Palacios Informing on Smith

16 After carefully listening to what Smith says, Palacios explained that he would return

17 to his cell to write notes, but sometimes would have to wait up to two hours to write them.

18 (Exh. F, p. 6.) He contended that the conversations would still be fresh in his memory.

19 (Ibid.) For this particular interview, he gave investigators a note from December 6, 2009,

20 which Palacios claimed he wrote fifty minutes after a conversation that he had in Smith’s

21 cell with him. (Id. at p. 7.) Although he wrote the note shortly after their conversation,

22 throughout the interview, Palacios could not recall the order of events, nor could he

23 remember how Darcy knew to contact the victim. (Id. at pp. 27, 32, 35-36.)

24 Palacios reported in his notes that Smith believed his discovery was inaccurate and

25 mentioned to him how his lawyer forgot to redact the victim’s roommate’s name, Christine

26 Ann Agers4, who unbeknownst to Smith, gave a statement to police about blood left at the

27

28 Spelling as it appears in interview transcription.
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1 crime scene. (Exh. F, pp. 7-9, 18.) According to Palacios, Smith “swears up and down that

2 he bagged and cleaned up the scene and threw it in the dumpster.” (Id. at p. 10.) Agers,

3 among other witnesses, became the focus of Smith’s next plan, which was to hire a hitman

4 to kill them. (Id. at pp. 23-24.)

5 Palacios knew the name of victim, Robert Haugen, but told investigators that Smith

6 did not mention it to him at that time. (Exh. F, pp. 10-11.) However, Smith did recount to

7 Palacios the altercation that resulted in the murder, which involved the victim refusing to

8 sell him marijuana. (Ibid.) In the midst of the altercation, Smith allegedly told him that he

9 pulled out a knife and not only stabbed Haugen, but also “slashed him at the throat really

10 good.” (Id. at pp. 12-13.) Upon demonstrating to Palacios how he cut Haugen’s throat,

11 Smith’s purportedly commented on the aftermath of the situation:

12

13 mv. Voght: Now - - so now Robert’s dead.

14 Palacios: Yes.

15 mv. Voght: Did he say where Robert was?

16 Palacios: He said - - he goes from that and then he goes - - he jumps because

17 he sees - - what he’s doing is he’s saying that - - he’s trying to take

18 pride in what happened because he’s like, “they say it went like this, but

19 I know for a fact, ‘cause I, you know, this is the way it happened.”

20 mv. Voght: And did he say “cause I did it”?

21 Palacios: Yeah, he said, well he said one time “cause I was the one who did

22 it.”

23 (Id. at 14-15 [bolding added].)

24 Palacios also divulged that Smith “showed [him] photos of the body. Burnt [sic]

25 body” on the bed. (Exh. F, p. 19.) Interestingly, Smith’s attorney handwrote on the

26 transcripts that he “[doesn’t] recall giving Paul any photos — Paul says I didn’t give him

27 any photos. I did show Paul photos though.” (Ibid.) However, Palacios began providing

28 details of the pictures:
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1 mv. Voglit: Okay. And what did he say about the photos?

2 Palacios: He said this is the body.

3 mv. Voght: Okay.

4 Palacios: Yeah.

5 mv. Voglit: And he said this is Robert, basically?

6 Palacios: Yeah.

7 mv. Voght: Okay.

8 Palacios: “This is the victim right here.”

9 (Id. at pp. 19-20 [bolding added].)

10 Palacios also shared details about the three inch blade, reiterated the information

11 about the rag and position of the body, and added that Smith stated that a scale to weigh

12 marijuana was missing from the photo. (Exh. F, p. 20.) Palacios stated later in the

13 interview that he only saw one photo—the one with the missing scale aside the charred

14 body. (Id. at p. 32.)

15 During questioning, Palacios admitted he asked Smith whether he coimnifted the

16 crime with someone else, stating:

17

18 mv. Voght: Okay. Did he say whether he was alone or was he with someone

19 when he killed Robert?

20 Palacios: I asked him that. That’s one thing I usually don’t do, but I did ask

21 him, I said, “Dude, check this out, man, backs against the wall--”

22 (Exh. F, p. 29 [bolding added].)

23 Palacios continued to ask Smith if he knew who the unknown DNA at the crime

24 scene belonged to, and suggested he blame the killing on whoever that was. (Exh. F, pp.

25 29-30.) However, Smith did not concede to this idea. (Ibid.)

26 Palacios explained that he was approached after deputies heard about Smith

27 discussing his case, and Palacios offered to help them out because he had experience as a

28 confidential informant. (Id. at p. 44.) However, Palacios also specified that he informed
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1 because Smith stepped over the line when he began talking about killing witnesses and a

2 police officer. (Ibid.)

3 Smith’s Plan to Kill Witnesses and Palacios Works with Undercover Officer

4 After Smith’s admission to the crime, Palacios said that Smith expressed his need to

5 get in contact with Blade, a hitman Palacios introduced him to, because he wanted him to

6 kill Agers. (Exh. F, pp. 21-22.) Palacios briefly referred to working with Investigator

7 Beaman on this, and mentioned an undercover agent, but failed to explain anything further.

8 (Id. at p. 21) Instead, he continued by explaining how Smith’s current girlfriend, Tina

9 Smith, would be instructed to meet with a “guy on the street” who planned to loan the

10 money for the killing. (Id. at p. 22.) Another person Smith had contacted regarding his plan

11 with Blade was Inmate X. (Id. at p. 39.) Smith intended to sell some of his personal

12 belongings in order to pay Inmate X to contact Blade, but this arrangement fell through.

13 (Id. at pp. 3 9-40.) Lastly, Palacios told investigators Smith wanted him to contact Darcy

14 after he bailed himself out in order to relay the message that Smith was very serious about

15 Darcy being his alibi, and that if she did not seem to comply, to have Palacios intimidate

16 her in some way. (Id. at pp. 25-26.)

17 Palacios’ Grand Jury Testimony in Case Against Paul Smith

18 On January 29, 2010, Palacios was called to testify in the grand jury hearing for the

19 case against Paul Smith. (Grand Jury Transcript, People v. Paul Gentile Smith, Super. Ct.

20 Orange County, No. 09ZF0071, January 29, 2010, p. 28, attached herein under seal as

21 Exhibit G.) Deputy District Attorney Ebrahim Baytieh began with questions about

22 Palacios’ criminal background, which revealed the following: convictions for drugs

23 possession for sale in 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2007, and 2009; violation of probation; a

24 2004 arrest for possession of stolen property and possession of items relating to theft; a

25 2005 conviction for theft; and convictions for being a felon in possession of a weapon in

26 2007 and 2009. (Id. at pp. 29-31.) Palacios admitted that he was a “confidential

27 informant” that provided information to “. . .different law enforcement agencies” during the

28 past ten years in exchange for consideration in his own cases. (Id. at p. 31.) Palacios
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1 agreed that his testimony at the grand jury proceeding was provided as per his “agreement

2 with the District Attorney’s Office in relation to” his most recent 2009 case. (Id. at p. 32.)

3 The agreement, which Palacios signed, provided that Palacios, who was originally offered

4 an eight-year state prison tenn by a judge, would instead receive five years for his

5 testimony, so long as he testified truthfully. (Id. at pp. 34-3 6.)

6 Palacios explained that when he was most recently arrested, he was housed in “L

7 Mod, IRC, at Orange County Jail,” which is a “. . .one-man single cell living area, sixteen

8 imnates. . .in Sector 29 in the L Mod facility.” (Exh. G, pp. 3 8-39.) There also exists a

9 “dayroom” area, in which imnates housed in the single cells may gather and talk or engage

10 in a variety of activities (watch television, read, play board games, etc.). (Id., at pp. 40-4 1.)

11 While he was housed in L Mod, Palacios claimed he was part of a “group” that spent time

12 in the dayroom together; this group included Paul Smith. (Id. at pp. 4 1-42.) Palacios

13 stated he had never met Smith before but they “got along fine” in jail, and Smith soon

14 began “.. .rnaldng statements.. .relating to why he was in custody as well as other things

15 that he wanted to do to some people on the outside[.]” (Id. at pp. 42-43.) After hearing

16 these statements, Palacios “contacted one of the deputies” in jail and disclosed the

17 infonnation in the hopes of receiving consideration. (Id. at p. 43.)

18 Baytieh continued in his questioning:

19

20 Q. Did you do something to - - well, let me ask you this: at any moment in

21
time did any Deputy Sheriff, investigator, any moment in time from the

22
first day you met Paul Smith until today, did any law enforcement

23
personnel - - that includes Deputy Sheriffs at the jail, investigators from

24
the Sheriffs Department, somebody from the D.A.’s Office - - at any

25
time did anybody tell you “we want you to ask Kim questions” or “we

26
want you to go and try to get information from him”?

27
A. No, sir.

28
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1 Q. Specifically, as a matter of fact, were you told every time you were

2 interviewed by investigators from the Sheriffs Department, Bill Beernan

3 or Ray Wert, that they don’t want you to ask any questions; they want

4 you to tell them what he was telling you but they don’t want you to go out

5 there and fish for information? Were you told that?

6 A. Exactly. Yes, sir.

7 (Exh. G, pp. 43-44.)

8 Palacios stated that he would speak to Smith and then “jot down notes” when he

9 returned to his cell; those notes were later turned over to the jail deputies. (Exh. G, p. 45.)

10 Smith was Palacios’ “dayroom partner” from “. . .late June [2009] to early December”

11 when Smith was moved. (Ibid.) According to Palacios, Smith’s demeanor was “like a

12 roller coaster” and sometimes he would discuss his crimes just to Palacios alone and other

13 times, he would make statements to the whole group, which included imnates “ Inmate X

14 and Inmate Y....” (Id. at p. 46.) Smith purportedly joked with the group that “he had such

15 bad luck trying to burn human bodies,” by which he meant he attempted and failed to burn

16 his girlfriend, “. . .Tina Smith and Robert Haugen, [the victim].” (Id. at p. 47.) Smith also

17 told Palacios that he was very physically violent to Tina, even claiming “he tortured

18 her....” (Id. at p. 48.) Smith was also overheard asking Inmate X to “get rid of some

19 witnesses on the outside” when he made bail. (Id. at p. 50.) Smith intended for Imnate X

20 to hire a hit man to get rid of witnesses, but when Imnate X met with Tina Smith, the two

21 had “a verbal altercation” and Smith cut off contact with Inmate X. (Id. at pp. 51-52.)

22 Smith later asked Palacios if he had any connection to individuals who could carry out

23 what Inmate X failed to accomplish, to which Palacios responded:

24

25
A. I said, “Yeah, I got a couple people out there I could talk to.”
Q. Why did you say that to him?

26 A. It was an open door for information.

27
(Id. at p. 52.)

28
Palacios then told the deputies, who provided instructions on how to respond:
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1

2 Q. Now when he told you that and you told him you know some people on

3
the outside, did you provide that information to Investigator Beernan in

4
law enforcement?

A. Yes, sir.

6 Q. And then did Investigator Beeman give you direction about what to tell

7
Paul Smith as far as contact on the outside?

8
A. Yes.

9 Q. What was that?

10
A. He told me to tell him - - he gave me - - they provided me with a phone

11
number.

12
Q. Okay.

13
A. Basically asked me how I would do it, ‘cause I know Paul Smith. And I

14
told him, “Well, let’s go with a guy named Blade. And, you know, it’s a

15
motorcycle buddy gang member of mine so - - from Santa Barbara.”

16
(Id. at pp. 52-53.)

17
Palacios carried out this plan by telling Smith that his friend “Blade” could “help

18
[him] out,” but warning Smith not to “play games” because it would come back to hurt

19
Palacios. (Exh. G, p. 53.) After explaining this, Palacios provided Smith with the number

20
that the investigators gave him. (Id. at pp. 53-54.)

21
Baytieh did not inquire further about the phone number, but shifted his questioning

22
to notes that Palacios took about his conversations with Smith. (Exh. G, p. 54.) Baytieh

23

24 Interestingly, Investigator Wert and Investigator Beeman’s investigation summaries are

25 void of any reference to Inmate X or his involvement in uncovering Smith’s plot to “get

26 rid” of Wert or Eggers. (Investigator Wert’s September 18, 2009, Redacted Investigation

27 Summary Report, attached herein as Exhibit H; Investigator Beeman December 21, 2009,

28 Redacted Investigation Summary Report, attached herein as Exhibit I.)
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1 asked whether he had any knowledge about Smith’s relationship with his ex-wife, Darcy

2 Smith. (Ibid.) Smith allegedly told Palacios that the couple began having problems due to

3 his drug use. (Ibid.) Upon reviewing a note that he wrote on August 28, 2009, Palacios

4 recited its contents to the grand jury, explaining that Smith would brag about hitting Tina

5 Smith with “some kind of pick” and that he would do even worse to Darcy, such as abusing

6 her “with [a] hay bale hook.” (Id. at pp. 54-55.) Baytieh then introduced another note from

7 October 18, 2009, where Palacios described how Smith was angry that Darcy would not be

8 his alibi for the day of the murder and quoted Smith saying, “I should have killed the bitch

9 when I had a chance, when I found out she was seeing someone else.” (Id. at pp. 55-56).

10 This segued into Palacios describing Smith’s encounter with the victim. (Id. at p. 57.)

11

12 Q. Could you tell the grand jury what he told you about that?

13
A. Yes. He told me that he went over to his connection, connection’s house

14
for marijuana, got there to pick up his marijuana. And the connection told

15
him, “I can’t sell it to you anymore because your wife told me not to.”

16 Q. Did he tell you that connection was the same guy that was - - that he was

17
in custody for killing?

18
A. Yes.

19 Q. How did he refer to him as?

20
A. Robert.

21

22 Q. What did he tell you happened after that?

23
A. After that he said, you know, “Are you fucking kidding me? You’re

24
going to sell me weed.” And that’s when the altercation started and he

25
pulled out a knife.

26
(Exh. G, at pp. 57-58.)

27
Palacios then referred to a conversation took place on December 6, 2009, during

28
dayroom. (Exh. G, p. 58.) He said that Smith told him he received discovery from his
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1 lawyer. (Id. at p. 59.) However, when asked where exactly the discovery was, such as in

2 Smith’s hand or in Smith’s cell with the door open, Palacios did not answer and instead

3 corrected his previous testimony, clarifying that Smith received the discovery in the “fec

4 yard... ‘cause the deputy gave him legal mail.” (Ibid.) Without answering the question, he

5 began to describe Smith’s demeanor while looking at the discovery, claiming that Smith

6 was “hot, bothered” and telling Palacios that “it didn’t happen like that,” in reference to the

7 sexual position of the body on the bed. (Ibid.) According to Palacios, Smith purportedly

8 stated that “the cops had placed the body in a sexual manner.” (Ibid.) Palacios also

9 testified that Smith’s attorney failed to redact a witness’ name. (Id. at p. 60.) This witness

10 was Christina Eggers, and she was the victim’s roommate. (Ibid.) Smith allegedly

11 expressed concern over this because she had told investigators about the drops of blood on

12 the kitchen floor and therefore Smith decided he needed “to get rid of her.” (Id. at pp. 60-

13 61.) In order to do this, Palacios contended that Smith was planning to borrow money

14 from a friend and “get in contact with Blade.” (Id. at p. 61.)

15 It was during this time that Palacios was preparing to “bail out” because his ten

16 month sentence for a parole violation for a prior case ended, which made him eligible to

17 post bail on his new case. (Exh. G, pp. 6 1-62.) He stated that Smith knew about his bail

18 and asked him as a favor to go talk to Darcy Smith when he got out. (Id. at p. 63.) He

19 wanted Palacios to warn her that “somebody is coming around talking to her about [Smith]

20 being serious. If not, it will be taken into other hands.” (Ibid.) Palacios testified that Smith

21 told him about the murder before he received the discovery, and contended that Smith

22 admitted to committing it but claimed that it was only about drugs and had nothing to do

23 with homosexuality. (Id. at pp. 63-64.) However, after more discussion about the

24 discovery where Smith accused the cops of repositioning the bodies, Palacios explained to

25 the grand jury that telling someone you are homosexual is “not very good” in prison. (Id. at

26 p. 65.) Palacios alleged that Smith had other issues with the discovery report. (Id. at p. 66.)

27

28
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1 Q. All right. Did he also make any conversation - - did he make any

2 statement to you at the time about reading in the discovery about the rag

3 that was found with his blood on it and that he disagreed with something

4 relating to that?

5 A. Yes. He disagreed that the rag was found in the kitchen sink.

6 Q. So he told you that he thought the police reports and the discovery said

7 that the rag was found in the kitchen sink?

$ A. That’s what he told me.

9 Q. What did he tell you about?

10 A. He said, “There’s no way I left it behind. I cleaned up the whole thing. I

11 threw everything in a plastic bag and threw it in a dumpster.”

12

13 A. That’s the same with the drops of blood in the kitchen, that he couldn’t

14 have left it. He cleaned it up and threw everything in the plastic bag.

15 (Ibid.)

16 In addition to the bodies and the rag, Smith also told Palacios that a scale used for

17 weighing marijuana should have been pictured next to the body, and that the cops were

18 also incorrect about the size of the blade that was used in the stabbing. (Exh. G, p. 67.)

19 Baytieh revisited the altercation that led to the stabbing, and questioned Palacios about

20 what else Smith claimed he attempted to do. (Id. at 68.) Palacios stated that, “[Smith] said

21 he tried to cut off [Robert’s] head” and then proceeded to demonstrate to Palacios how he

22 tried to do it. (Ibid.) After reenacting this for the grand jury, Baytieh brought his

23 questioning back to the conversation that took place on October 18, 2009. (Id. at pp. 69-

24 70.) Palacios alleged that Smith told him he drove home on his enduro motorcycle after

25 the murder, and when he noticed some of his marijuana missing in the seat compartment, it

26 triggered the big fight between him and his ex-wife. (Id. at p. 70). This is the conversation

27 that led Smith to say he “should have killed the bitch.” (Ibid.)

28
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1 Baytieh quickly transitioned his line of questioning to ask, “Now you already signed

2 the plea agreement?” to which Palacios said “yes, sir” and further confinned that he has no

3 pending cases remaining nor any other cases in which he hoped to receive consideration.

4 (Exh. G, p. 70.) Baytieh reassured Palacios that he would uphold the plea deal. (Id. at 71.)

5 He even went so far as to tell Palacios that if he admitted right then and there that he lied,

6 he would still walk out with the same five year deal he was promised. (Id. at p. 72.)

7 Palacios denied any question about whether he created false statements for his testimony.

8 (Id. at pp. 7 1-72.) This concluded Baytieh’s examination and the grand jurors’ questions

9 were presented thereafter. (Id. at p. 72.)

10 Baytieh asked whether Palacios ever received money for his infonnant work, to

11 which he replied that he did and that it was used to purchase methamphetarnine as a set up

12 for a warrant that the police wanted. (Exh. G, pp. 73-74.)

13 Baytieh touched on the fact that Palacios was going to state prison the following

14 week and Palacios responded to this saying that “you always have concerns” about your

15 safety in prison as a confidential informant. (Exh. G, pp. 76-77.) Palacios was questioned

16 about his role:

17

18 Q. What gave you the idea to start writing down your conversation with Paul

19
Smith? Where did that idea come from for you to write down what he

20
tells you?

21
A. Investigators.

22 Q. So the investigators told you, “You talk to him, afler you’re done talking

23
to him, you got to you cell, write down everything he tells you.” Correct?

24
A. Yes, just make notes.

25 Q. Were you told that by me and all the investigators who talked to you,

26
“We don’t want to guess. We don’t want you to speculate. We don’t want

27
you to assume. We just want you to tell us what you heard and what you

28
saw”?
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1 A. “Write down to your best recollection what you heard.”

2 (Id. at pp. 77-78.)

3 Moving to the next subject, Palacios clarified the incident with the enduro

4 motorcycle and the marijuana by stating that Smith told him the fight between him and his

5 ex-wife occurred in the afternoon, but no exact time was provided. (Exh. G, at p. 78.)

6 Bayieh then questioned if this was the first time, among all of his “dealings with police

7 officers,” Palacios had ever testified. He answered “yes” and that he had been kept

8 “confident” up until this point. (Id. at p. 79.)

9

10 Q. In all your dealings with the police officers in the past, did you ever lie to

11
any of the police officers when you were dealing with them as an

12
infonnant?

13
A. Everything I ever gave them was fact as I was known.

14 •
Asyouwere- -

15
A. It might have been a lie, what I told them, but that’s what I heard. I didn’t

16
intentionally ever lie to them, no.

17 Q. Slow down a little bit.

18
So you conveyed to them whatever you heard

19
Correct?

20
A. Yes, sir.

21 Q. Did you ever intentionally lie to them as an informant, not in being

22
arrested for a crime?

23
After you start working as an informant, did you ever lie to them as an

informant?

25
A. No, sir.

26
(Ibid.)

27
In further questioning about his communication with law enforcement, Palacios

28
testified that he did not see Smith’s ex-wife, Darcy Smith, when he went out on bail, but
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1 instead immediately told the detective before his bailing out that Smith had asked him to

2 do this. (Exh. G, pp. 79-80.) Palacios also testified that at no point did Smith ever deny

3 killing Robert Haugen. (Id. at p. 80.) The final question handed down from the grand

4 jurors queried into what Palacios did with his notes regarding his conversations with Smith.

5 (Thid.) Palacios explained that he would have an “official visit” with investigators in order

6 to hand over his notes to them. (Id. at pp. 80-81.) Palacios concluded his testimony by

7 stating that since his release, he had not had any contact with Smith either in person, by

8 phone or by mail. (Thid.)
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